
Software problem solver at femtasy

About us

We are the first streaming platform of sensual audio stories for women. We make women happy and  them; simple as that. We stand for inspire
zest for life – female empowerment is in our DNA. We have already positively impacted the lives of several thousand women by re-defining 
female pleasure. Sexuality to us means pleasure, genuineness and enjoyment. We are working on something big, something impactful, 
something beautiful. Let’s make the lives of millions of women worldwide a bit more joyful. 

#femtech #sexualwellness #startup

We are searching for someone who believes in our story and who can identify with our vision to shape the future of female pleasure.

Thus calling all talented devs, software geeks and highly motivated people out there.

Your role

Be part of our experienced problem solver team and work together to bring the best user features and experience to our users. We work closely 
with Product and UX to define what we want to bring to our users based on research and feedback.
Being committed, accountable and responsible for your solutions. From coding to monitoring .™

We love pair programming and sharing knowledge across the whole team, so get ready for some nice interactive sessions and deploying code 
several times per day.

Ideally, you would have some years of experience solving software problems. But if not, we want to talk to you too!

No language or technology is the right solution for all problems, so that’s why we embrace experience in different languages, tech stacks, 
industries… And if you are willing to learn together, here are some random buzzwords we use daily:

Elixir

Ruby on Rails

React.js

Kubernetes

PostgreSQL

AWS

Kafka

Terraform

Our team of problem solvers are full remote across Europe (CEST ±2h). , we also have an amazing office in Berlin. Whatever option However
suits you best.

What we look for

We believe in personal and professional growth, that’s why we are looking for pro-active problem solvers that are willing to join our team to learn 
and grow together. Care for your craft, high standards, accountability, commitment, responsibility and being part of a bigger team run in our 
culture.

We are a team of highly curious and motivated people, that’s why we all learn from each other and aim to be  problem solvers. So, Full-Stack whet
 you consider yourself Frontend or Backend and are looking to grow into a more full-stack role we want to talk to you.her

More random buzzword for you

Data warehouse, agile, code reviews, pair programming, TDD, CI/CD, continuous delivery, automation, tests, tests and more … tests

What we offer

Flexible working hours

A business culture based on transparency and optimism 

Office pets in our Berlin headquarters :-) 

The chance to join a huge mission! #impact 

Regular home office / remote options

An annual subscription to Safari Books Online for technical learning, Headspace for your inner peace or Blinkist for daily inspiration

Weekly yoga session or personal HIIT training at the office

An office garden with a lot of space for fun evenings with the team 

A newly renovated office with a shower and an ideal connection to public transport
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